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Zermatt 

Location:  Gornergrat, 3,100 metres above  
 sea level
Geneva Airport:    4 hours by train, 3 hours by car,  

50 minutes by helicopter
Zurich:   3.5 hours by train, 4 hours by car,  

1 hour by helicopter
Milano Malpensa:  3 hours by car, 30 minutes by  

helicopter
Reservations:  reservation@mymatterhorn.com 
Booking: +41 27 966 67 67
General Managers: Thomas and Nicole Marbach

Travel to car-free Zermatt: Take the Matterhorn Gotthard 
Bahn from Täsch (service every 20 minutes, approx.  
10 minutes travelling time); change in Zermatt to the 
Gornergrat railway (1-minute walk from Zermatt railway 
station) and continue to the end of the line at Gornergrat 
(approx. 40 minutes travelling time).

Events tailored specially to your needs: A walk or hike in the mountains with a private guide, a half-day’s skiing  
(also available in summer!) or a convivial fondue dinner with a helping of Swiss folklore – we are always able to organise  

a suitable programme.

Weddings at the Kulmhotel Gornergrat: The ceremony will be held in the mountain chapel right next to the hotel. After 
the ceremony, the wedding party can enjoy a drinks reception on our sun terrace with a view of the majestic Matterhorn, 

followed by the wedding breakfast in the restaurant. All the bride and groom have to do is say “I do”.

Contact information and how to find us

THE MOUNTAIN 
BASECAMP
M Y G O R N E R G R AT. C O M
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Restaurant, sun terrace:  Enjoy a drink or dinner al fresco and savour the magnificence of the alpine landscape.  
In the evening, overnight guests at the 3100 Kulmhotel Gornergrat are spoiled with a sumptuous 4-course dinner in the 

restaurant “vis-à-vis”.

Summit Shopping: Original souvenirs, Swiss watches and of course Swiss chocolate, packaged exclusively  
in special Gornergrat wrapping. 

Zermatt, 1,600 metres above sea level: Anyone coming to Zermatt will be treated to sun, fresh, clean air, and,  
with the Matterhorn and 37 further four-thousanders, an unparalleled mountain backdrop, as well as a wide choice  

of summer and winter alpine activities.

Brilliant blue skies, dramatic, unearthly grey storm 
clouds and the firmament ablaze with a thou-
sand dazzling stars – there spread out before you 
is a matchless natural spectacle, an unparalleled 
splendour to reach out and touch. To stay here 
once means to return again and again. 
Swiss pine wood gives the 22 rooms that special 
something. Some of it is from trees that grew 
hundreds of years on the steep mountainsides 
and survived many a storm. Practical, minimalist  
design enhances the view of the world outside 
the windows. Each room bears the name of one 

of the four-thousanders grouped around the 3100 
Kulmhotel Gornergrat. The rooms on the south 
side of the hotel provide an unobstructed view of 
the Monte Rosa Massif and the huge glaciers. The 
rooms on the west side of the hotel have a sensa-
tional panoramic view of the Matterhorn. Moun-
tain air makes you hungry. Air-dried beef from the 
Valais with a glass of wine on the sun terrace, inter-
national cuisine in the restaurant Panorama Self 
or an exquisite dinner in the restaurant “vis-à-vis”. 
The 3100 Kulmhotel Gornergrat will entrance and 
delight even the most demanding gourmet.

As the last train of the day wends its way to Zermatt, the 29 four-thousanders remain 
now the sole property of guests at the Kulmhotel Gornergrat. A night in the highest hotel 
in the Swiss Alps, at 3,100 metres above sea level, provides all the comfort you could wish 

for; to witness the majesty of the mountains is a profound and moving experience.

   THE KULMHOTEL    

The sky so near


